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Abstract
The review deals with commercially available organic dyes possessing large Stokes shifts and their
applications as fluorescent labels in optical microscopy based on stimulated emission depletion
(STED). STED microscopy breaks Abbe’s diffraction barrier and provides optical resolution beyond
the diffraction limit. STED microscopy is non-invasive and requires photostable fluorescent markers
attached to biomolecules or other objects of interest. Up to now, in most biology-related STED
experiments, bright and photoresistant dyes with small Stokes shifts of 20–40 nm were used. The
rapid progress in STED microscopy showed that organic fluorophores possessing large Stokes shifts
are indispensable in multi-color super-resolution techniques. The ultimate result of the imaging
relies on the optimal combination of a dye, the bio-conjugation procedure and the performance
of the optical microscope. Modern bioconjugation methods, basics of STED microscopy, as well
as structures and spectral properties of the presently available fluorescent markers are reviewed
and discussed. In particular, the spectral properties of the commercial dyes are tabulated and
correlated with the available depletion wavelengths found in STED microscopes produced by LEICA
Microsytems, Abberior Instruments and Picoquant GmbH.

Main principles of super-resolution optical
microscopy based on stimulated emission
depletion (STED)
The fundamental physical phenomenon known as the
Abbe diffraction barrier limited the optical resolution
in conventional fluorescence microscopy to about
200 nm in the focal plane. Optical microscopes use
visible focused light in the range of 400  −  800 nm and,
according to the Abbe’s law, the submicron scale cell
structures (for example, cristae of a mitochondrion)
could not be sufficiently resolved. However, recent
discoveries and innovations resulted in new superresolution techniques that allowed to surpass the
diffraction barrier. For the pioneering inventions
breaking the diffraction barrier, Stefan W Hell, William
E Moerner and Eric Betzig received the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry 2014. The present review describes
fluorescent dyes with large Stokes shifts and their use
in super-resolution optical microscopy providing
resolution which is not limited by diffraction. The first
part of the review deals with the basic principles of
STED microscopy [1–3], because this super-resolution
imaging method involves dyes with large Stokes shifts.
© 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd

In STED, as well as in conventional fluorescence
microscopy, focused light is used for the excitation
of fluorophores in a diffraction limited size spot (see
figure 1). In the case of STED microscopy, a red-shifted
doughnut-shaped STED pulse is applied immediately
after the excitation pulse. It features zero intensity only
at the very center and thus depletes the excited state
of the fluorophores at the periphery of the excitation spot by stimulated emission (induced S 1  →  S0
transition).
In order to ‘squeeze’ the central spot efficiently, the
depletion rate should exceed the rate of spontaneous
transition to the ground state (S1  →  S0). Typical values of fluorescence lifetimes for organic fluorophores
(τfl ~ 10−9 s) and optical cross-sections for their S0  →  S1
transitions (σ ~ 10−16 cm2) imply that intensity of
STED pulse ISTED  >> IS  =  (στfl)-1  ≈  10 MW cm−2,
where IS is the effective saturation intensity which can
be defined as the intensity at which the probability of
fluorescence is reduced by half. The optical resolution
in STED is defined by equation (1).
λ
dc
d(1)
≈
=
.
2n sin θ 1 + ISTED /IS
1 + ISTED /IS
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Figure 1. Physical conditions, setup scheme, typical focal spot and two-color imaging scheme for STED microscopy [4]: (a) energy
diagram of an organic fluorophore; (b) depletion of the excited state S1 with a STED pulse of increasing intensity (ISTED);
(c) sketch of a point-scanning STED microscope; (d) fluorescent spots in the STED and confocal microscopes; (e) absorption
spectra (continuous lines) and emission spectra (broken lines) of a large Stokes shift dye (green) and a dye with a small Stokes shift
(red); both dyes can be depleted with one wavelength (STED).

The value d c = λ /2n sin θ (θ—semi-aperture angle)
represents the resolution of a diffraction-limited system.
According to equation (1), a significant improvement
in resolution can be achieved only at very high powers
of the ISTED pulse. Such enormous light intensities
(>100 MW cm−2) inevitably cause photobleaching of
the fluorophores, and therefore only photostable dyes
are suitable for STED microscopy of highest resolution
(<30 nm). In addition, to increase the sensitivity and
reduce the imaging time, fluorophores with high
fluorescent quantum yields are required.
One of the main advantages of fluorescence microscopy is the ability to use several fluorescent labels to target different specimens and produce multicolor images
that help to identify many structural features of biological objects and interactions between them. For multicolor imaging experiments, the spectral separation of
different labels into two or more excitation or detection
2

channels is required. In this regard, fluorophores with
large Stokes shifts are particularly valuable, because
they allow reducing the number of detection channels, avoiding cross-talk and simplifying the imaging
scheme of a multicolor experiment (figure 1(e)). For
example, two-color STED microscopy (2C STED) can
be easily realized if we combine fluorescent dyes with
small (10  −  30 nm) and large (>80 nm) Stokes shifts.
If the emission spectra of these dyes overlap, two different excitation wavelengths can be used to distinguish
them (see figure 1(e) and final sections of this review).
At the same time, due to similar emission spectra, only
one STED beam is needed for both dyes. The powerful STED light can cause re-excitation of the dye with
small Stokes shift (figure 1(e)). This phenomenon is
undesired, because re-excitation produces a diffuse
halo around the sharp super-resolution image. In this
respect, dyes with large Stokes shifts are advantageous,
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as they cannot be excited by STED light (figure 1(e)).
For achieving the best image quality and optical resolution in the range of 30–40 nm, special attention should
be given to the sample preparation which is particularly
important in STED microscopy [5].
The duration of the excitation pulse is less than
50 ps; the STED pulse follows or even overlaps to
some extent with the excitation pulse and is 200–300
ps long (without gated STED), or about 1 ns long (in
the case of gated STED). For the green fluorescent
protein, it was shown that the depletion is efficient,
even if the wavelength of a STED beam overlies the
absorption band in the spectrum of the excited state
[6]. However, in this case excitation to higher energy
levels is likely to occur. It may cause photobleaching
of the dye, because higher excited states are more
chemically reactive than S1 or S0 states. Unfortunately,
the excited states spectra of the STED dyes have not
yet been studied. The understanding of these spectra
could probably help to create more photostable and
efficient STED dyes.
The drawback of many fluorescent dyes with large
Stokes shifts is their relatively low brightness (product of the molar extinction coefficient and fluorescence quantum yield) and poor photostability. Fast
photobleaching under very powerful STED light is
the major problem which limits the use of most dyes
with large Stokes shifts in STED microscopy of highest nanometric resolution. This so called structured
illumination microscopy (SIM) [7, 8] offers a resolution of only about 100 nm representing a two-fold
improvement compared with the confocal method.
The method of SIM tolerates the use of less photostable fluorophores than those required in STED nanoscopy at the same low (~100 nm) resolution. All dyes
with large Stokes shifts (see table 1) can then be used.

Overview of the labeling and
bioconjugation techniques
Fluorescence microscopy is one of the most important
techniques in physical, chemical, and biological
studies of living and fixed cells, tissues, or even whole
organisms [9–34]. A vast majority of all microscopy
investigations is performed with conventional lenses
and visible light, despite the significant achievements
made by electron- and x-ray microscopies. Biological
tissues are transparent to visible light to a great
extent. This inherent property is advantageous for
fluorescence microscopy and provides the possibility
of non-invasive imaging in 3D applied to the interior
of cells. Furthermore, various cellular constituents,
such as proteins, nucleic acids or lipids, can be detected
specifically with fluorescence tagging. Selective,
sensitive and reproducible imaging of the target
objects depends on the optimal combination of
several chemical, biological and physical factors. The
availability and proper choice of fluorescent markers—
fluorescent proteins or synthetic fluorescent dyes—
3

plays an important and often decisive part in the whole
labeling and imaging sequence. The present review
deals with synthetic fluorescent dyes possessing large
Stokes shifts and their use in optical super-resolution
microscopy. In this section we briefly review the
important bioconjugation methods applicable to all
fluorescent dyes, including fluorochromes with large
Stokes shifts.
All fluorescent labels have to be specifically bound
with the target biological objects—proteins (peptides),
carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids, (modified) oligonucleotides, toxins, various ‘small’ molecules as ‘recognition units’, etc. The bioconjugation procedures
require fluorescent dyes with reactive groups which
specifically interact with the target and efficiently attach
the fluorescence label to the required object [35]. The
classical and most robust labeling approach is indirect immunofluorescence [36–40]. In this method
the object (antigen) is recognized and bound by the
externally applied primary antibody which, at the next
step of the labeling procedure, forms a very stable complex with one or several secondary antibodies. These
secondary antibodies have to be pre-labeled with the
required fluorescent dye [35, 41]. Primary and secondary antibodies are raised in animals—mice, rabbits,
goats, donkeys, etc. For example, the secondary goat
anti-mouse antibodies are formed in goat against primary antibodies obtained from mouse as an immune
response to the target antigen. The advantage of this
approach is that only one type of secondary antibody is
sufficient to bind with many types of primary antibodies, provided that (for an example mentioned above)
they were raised in mice against various antigens. This
reduces the amount of work and simplifies the labeling
procedure, because one type of secondary antibody can
be easily marked with various fluorescent dyes, rather
than labeling various types of primary antibodies with
various dyes. The indirect immunofluorescence can
provide an additional degree of amplification of the
fluorescence signal, because one primary antibody can
form stable complexes with more than one secondary antibody. Typically, the most common antibodies
(Immunoglubulins G, IgG) consist of several protein
domains bound with disulfide bonds; their molecular masses are 150–170 kDa [36–40], and their size is
about 8 nm [42]. Therefore, formation of primary–
secondary antibody clusters increases the dimensions
of the labeled biological entity. This increase in size has
to be taken into account when considering the quantitative results obtained in the course of imaging using
diffraction unlimited optical microscopy. Immunofluorescence is applicable only to dead (and fixed) cells,
because antibodies cannot cross the cell membrane. In
order to deliver antibodies into the inner parts of the
cells, special techniques, like electroporation or the use
of detergents (Triton X100) as permeabilizing agents,
have to be applied. On the other hand, proteins in
the outer plasma membrane of the living cells can be
labeled with antibodies (pre-stained with fluorescent
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dyes). All super-resolution imaging results obtained
up to now with the fluorescent dyes possessing large
Stokes shifts involved indirect immunofluorescence as
the labeling procedure.
The progress in modern bioconjugation techniques
and, in particular, in immunofluorescence resulted in
many novel methods and approaches. Recently, singledomain antibodies (‘nanobodies’) having molecular
masses of about 15 kDa emerged as an alternative to
traditional antibodies [43]. Nanobodies were shown to
be applicable in super-resolution optical microscopy
and, due to small size, provide more adequate evaluation of the dimensions of biological objects (e.g. the
diameter of a microtubule) [44]. Though this study
was based on a super-resolution method which has not
(yet) been applied to fluorescent dyes with large Stokes
shifts, it demonstrated for the first time that small nanobodies preserved their binding efficiency upon labeling
with the relatively bulky (cyanine) dyes. In this context
it is important to mention that the degree of labeling
(DOL)—average number of dye residues attached
to one protein molecule—represents an important
parameter in immunofluorescence labeling with antibodies and nanobodies [35–39, 42]. There is an optimal
DOL value in respect of maximal brightness provided
in the course of immunostaining. Too many dye residues (>3–6 depending on the dye polarity) attached to
one protein molecule may cause quenching of the fluorescence signal due to formation of the non-emitting
aggregates and/or the energy-transfer (homo FRET
effect). In this respect, it is important to control DOL
values using classical methods [35–39], as well as statistics of multiple photon detection events [45], and also
determine the fluorescence quantum yields of the dye
conjugates.
Unfortunately, immunofluorescence in fixed cells
may produce artifacts. Moreover, fixatives and cellpermeabilizing agents may even cause protein extraction and relocalization [46]. Therefore, it is important
to combine immunofluorescence with live-cell imaging. However, nanobodies themselves (without attaching cell penetrating peptides) do not pass through
cell membranes. Thus, new labeling strategies were
required for implementation of the super-resolution
optical microscopy in living cells. We discuss these
new labeling techniques related to the living cells very
briefly, because they have not yet been combined with
the use of fluorescent dyes possessing large Stokes shifts.
However, in the upcoming labeling and imaging of living cells, it will be important to combine ‘normal’ dyes
with fluorochromes possessing large Stokes shifts (for
the reasons discussed below).
In recent years, several novel site specific labeling
protocols for proteins were invented and developed
[47–53]. The main breakthrough in this approach is
based on the possibility to fuse genetically (to ‘tag’) the
protein of interest with a new small protein (enzyme)
which is able to selectively and very rapidly form a
new covalent bond with a substrate. If a substrate—a
4

small molecule—will be attached to a fluorescent dye
(or other label) and delivered into living cells, it could
react with an enzymatic part of the tagged protein
providing the site specific labeling. For example, the
SNAP-tag is a small protein based on human O6-alkylguanine-DNA-alkyltransferase (hAGT), a DNA repair
protein [47–51]. The SNAP-tag substrates are guanine
or chloropyrimidine derivatives bound with dyes, biotin, other markers or even surfaces via a benzyl linker.
In the course of the labeling reaction, the substituted
benzyl group of the substrate selectively and rapidly
reacts (in an SN2 fashion) with the SNAP-tag and forms
a stable chemical bond with a protein of interest (via
the SNAP tag) [51]. The site-specific labeling does not
work equally well with all fluorescent dyes, because
the dye can influence the binding efficiency and recognition parameters of the substrate to a great extent.
Fluorescent dyes with complex structures may not fit
the binding pocket in an enzyme. If the fusion proteins
derived from Halo- [52, 53], SNAP-, CLIP- [47–51] or
other tags are situated inside (living) cells, then their
substrates (recognition unit  +  label) have to be cellpermeable. This is a very important feature which
severely restricts the variety of applicable fluorescent
dyes. In general, they have to be neutral (or zwitterionic
with a short charge separation distance and a zero net
charge), possess a compact structure, limited molecular mass (M  <  800 Da), and medium polarity (several
heteroatoms as hydrogen bond donors and acceptors).
Importantly, many coumarins—dyes with large Stokes
shifts—fulfill all these requirements and therefore are
expected to be able to cross membranes of living cells.
Thus, fluorescent coumarins are promising dyes for
testing their ability of binding with the genetically
encoded protein tags.
Quite recently, novel labeling techniques have
emerged [54–56]. They are based on the so-called
‘click-chemistry’ transformations, very rapid and
selective second-order reactions binding two chemical
entities with each other. For example, in the presence of
copper(I) salts as catalysts, alkynes (compounds having
a triple bond C ≡C) readily react with organic azides
(RN3) forming five-membered heterocycles—1,2,3triazoles. Azide or alkyne residues can be integrated
into amino acids, and these (unnatural) amino acids
can even be site-specifically incorporated into proteins
in cells in response to the TAG codon [57]. However, the
main disadvantage of this approach is that it relies on
copper(I) salts which may be toxic to cells. The strained
alkynes with 8-membered ring incorporating C≡C
triple bond were proposed as more reactive derivatives.
This kind of strain-promoted alkyne–azide cycloaddition afforded in the best cases the second order rate
constants in the range of 0.1–1 M−1 s−1 [54–56]. A further, crucial improvement in the kinetics was achieved,
when strained alkenes (norbornene or trans-cyclooctene derivatives) reacted with 3,6-diaryltetrazines.
This transformation can be understood as an inverse
electron-demand Diels-Alder (ieDA) cycloaddition,
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in which the tetrazine component can be considered
as a diene, and the strained alkene—as a dienophile.
At the first step, the unstable polycyclic intermediate
is formed, which loses the nitrogen molecule, forms
1,5-dihydropyridazine derivative, and, finally, tautomerizes into the stable 1,4-dihydropyridazine product. The reaction between biomolecules decorated
with norbornene residues (e.g. proteins with incorporated ω-(norbornyloxycarbonyl) lysine residues)
and commercially available fluorescent dyes bearing
3-phenyltetrazine groups has the rate constant (k2) of
about 2 M−1 s−1. In the case of trans-cyclooctenes as
strained systems, the reaction rates are much higher
(k2  >  100 M−1 s−1). These examples show that the continuous progress in bioconjugation methods requires
fluorescent dyes with new and unconventional reactive
groups. In these dyes, the length and art of linker may
also be very important [32]. In addition, the aptamer
binding represent a promising bioconjugation technique [58, 59].

Fluorophores with large Stokes shifts
caused by intramolecular charge
transfer (ICT)
Photostable and bright fluorescent dyes with large
Stokes shifts are rare and only few are commercially
available. Nearly all these dyes contain the coumarin
fragment as the fluorophore. For example, ‘Mega
Stokes’ dyes from Dyomics are coumarins absorbing
at about 500–520 nm, and emitting in the region of
590–670 nm (in ethanol). Another practically useful
coumarine dye is AlexaFluor™ 430 with absorption
and emission maxima at 434 nm and 539 nm,
respectively (see table 1). Many other providers (e.g.
Life Technologies, BD Biosciences, Active Motif,
Atto Tec GmbH, etc) offer fluorescent dyes or their
conjugates with large Stokes shifts, but they often
do not publish their structures. For example, the
structures of Pacific Orange™ (abs. 390 nm, emission
540 nm; Invitrogen) and BD Horizon™ V500 (abs.
415 nm, emission 500 nm; BD Biosciences) have not
been disclosed. The lack of essential structural data
hinders the proper choice of the fluorescent dye for a
particular biochemical application (for example, due
to the indefinite hydrophilicity, unknown net electrical
charge of the molecule, and potential (photo)toxicity).
Unavailable structures of the popular and frequently
used dyes hamper the progress in basic research aimed
at the creation of new fluorophores. This is particularly
true for the coumarins, whose common features are
moderate photostability and relatively low fluorescence
quantum yields in polar solvents. Low photostability
of coumarins (in comparison with xanthenes and
other photostable fluorochromes) can be explained by
the relatively high probability of the transition to the
triplet state upon excitation [60]. The lack of brightness
and low photoresistance are the main drawbacks which
preclude their wide use in modern optical ‘nanoscopy’
5

[61–64]. These novel super-resolution methods of the
far-field optical microscopy require fluorescent dyes
which demonstrate all advantages and full scope of the
new physical concepts. Therefore, the analysis of the
available structures, spectra, fluorescence quantum
yields, solubility in aqueous buffers, and chemical
reactivity with various biologically relevant targets is
an important prerequisite for choosing the best dye for
a given labeling and imaging procedure.
Despite the significant advances in quantummechanical methods, it is still impossible to predict
accurately all important properties of fluorescent dyes,
such as band shapes, maxima of absorption and emission spectra in different solvents, Stokes shifts, molar
extinction coefficients and fluorescence quantum
yields. In most cases, the dipole moment of a fluorophore in the excited state differs from that in the ground
state. Therefore, after excitation, the solvent dipoles that
surround a molecule of the fluorophore may rearrange,
leading to a better stabilized excited state with lower
energy. If the dipole moment of the dye molecule in the
excited state is higher than the dipole moment of the
same dye in the ground state and the solvent polarity
increases, then the energy of the excited state becomes
lower. As a result, the emission spectra exhibit a redshift in more polar solvents. Geometrical relaxation
in the excited state and rearrangement of the solvent
dipoles (relaxation of the solvent media) are two photophysical processes responsible for the value of the
Stokes shift. Thus, in order to increase the Stokes shift,
one could try to predict and design structures with large
differences between the equilibrated geometries and
dipole moments in the ground and excited states.
Unfortunately, these differences are difficult to
predict. As a consequence, the design of the new fluorophores and even the choice of optimal dye from the
set of commercially available markers still remains
mostly a matter of trial and error. Therefore, the users
have to analyze first of all the known data for commercially available substances (table 1), taking into
consideration general and often empirical guidelines.
For example, the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT)
in the excited state is very often responsible for the
large Stokes shift. Stronger or weaker acceptors and/or
donors, or even new π-systems can be introduced to
the core fluorophore in order to ‘tune’ the ‘push–pull’
electronic effect or expand the conjugation system of
the dye, thus providing bathochromic and bathofluoric shifts and increasing molar extinction coefficient.
However, the precise structure–property relationships
are still unclear. A useful report generalizing these regularities and providing detailed guidelines for the design
of certain classes of fluorophores has been published
recently [65]. Apart from ICT and relaxation of solvent
molecules around a fluorophore in the excited state
which are considered as photophysical processes, such
photochemical processes as excimer/exciplex formation, excited state intramolecular transfer (ESIPT) and
twisted ICT (TICT) are also known to result in emis-
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Figure 2. Parent coumarin 1 and the generic structure of fluorescent coumarin dyes 2: R1  =  acceptor, (CH2)nCOOH, and/
or heterocyclic residue; R2  =  H or acceptor group (e.g. CF3, CN); X  =  N or O; R4—linker, R3, R5  =  H, alkyl, alkenyl, aromatic
system, etc.

sion with a large Stokes shift [66]. As a rule, intensity
of this emission is very low. In fact, these processes
were also found to be responsible in many cases for
quenching of fluorescence. For example, in the case of
7-N,N-dialkylaminocoumarins, where formation of
the non-emissive TICT-state in polar solvents is associated with a dramatic decrease in fluorescence quantum
yields [67–70].
Despite the very long history and wide use of coumarin dyes (figure 2), their structure–property relationships are not studied in depth [67, 70–89]. Large Stokes
shifts in coumarins are provided by using intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) and (rarely) excited state
intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) mechanisms
[66]. Variously substituted coumarins (and hybrid dyes
based on them) are probably most important fluorophores exhibiting large Stokes shift. Coumarin 1 itself
(figure 2) shows no fluorescence at room temperature
and has only weak absorption in the near UV region,
but if C-6 or/and C-7 is substituted with an electrondonor group (such as hydroxyl or amino group), an
intense blue–green emission appears. It originates due
to a ‘push–pull’ effect between the electron-donor
group(s) at C-6(7) and the electron-withdrawing lactone moiety.
The aldehyde group at C-3 in a coumarin enables to
produce hybrids between coumarin and cyanine dyes.
These novel far-red emitting fluorophores with large
Stokes shifts are based on 7-dialkylaminocoumarins
(e.g. DY-601XL in table 1) or 7-hydroxycoumarins.
These hybrid dyes were decorated with hydrophilic
residues. In the case of 7-hydroxycoumarins, quenching groups which may be cleaved-off by hydrolytic
enzymes were attached to the phenolic hydroxyl. Thus,
new ‘masked’ fluorescent dyes probing the activity
of the highly efficient bio-catalysts were created [84].
A similar approach was used in the course of creating
the fluorimetric sensors for other enzymes or physiologically active thiols which trigger the (cascade)
reactions and liberate the free hydroxyl group at C-7
(responsible for fluorescence) [85, 86, 88].
Coming back to the commercially available fluorophores which can be excited with visible light
(λexc  ⩾  400 nm) and possess large Stokes shifts, we
can state that nearly all of them contain the coumarin
fragment. A few notable exceptions are represented by
PyMPO (linearly extending heteroaromatic π-system
with strong donor and acceptor groups), Lucifer
6

 ellow (disulfonylated imide of 4-aminaphthalene
Y
1,8-dicarboxylic acid), APTS (1-aminopyrene-3,6,8trisulfonate), NBD-X (N-alkyl-4- amino-7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol), propidium iodide, Atto
465 (N-(3-carboxypropyl)-3,6-diaminoacridinium),
as well as Atto 430LS and 490LS dyes (presumably
2,7,9-tris-(alkylamino)xanthenes). Other dyes with
large Stokes shifts may include benzooxazole or triphenylpyrazoline derivatives. Although these fluorophores have good fluorescence quantum yields, they
require UV light for excitation, which is often incompatible with imaging biological samples. Examples of
the commercially available coumarin dyes are given in
table 1. The largest part of them belongs to the family of
7-aminocoumarins, with variable substituents in positions 3 and 4. (In most cases, the position 4 is unsubstituted.) The electron-acceptor group at position 3 with
an extended π-system (e.g. N-alkyl-2-vinylpyridinium
salt with  −M-effect in compound DY-480XL) strongly
shifts the absorption and emission bands to the red
spectral region and increases the distance between their
maxima. A very strong acceptor at position 4 (e.g. CF3group in AlexaFluor™ 430) with a negative inductive
effect (−M) also increases the charge separation and
the ‘push–pull’ character of the chromophore, and
provides similar spectral shifts. Incorporation of the
7-amino group into the 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,2-dihydroquinoline ring (Alexa Fluor 430, DY-431, DY-510XL,
DY-511XL, Abberior Stars 440 SXP, 470 SXP, and 520
SXP) or 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline
ring (Atto 390, Atto 425) provides an additional small
red-shift of 10 or 5 nm (compared with 7-dialkylamino
group) and creates new variable positions: a methyl
group at the double bond and the asymmetrically disubstituted nitrogen atom. These variable positions may
be used to introduce the sulfonic acid groups (Alexa
Fluor 430, DY-431, DY-511XL), phosphoric acid residues (Abberior Stars 440 SXP, 470 SXP, and 520 SXP)
and ω-carboxyalkyl groups, respectively. Introduction
of these polar groups do not change the positions of
the absorption and emission bands (compared with the
parent non-polar dyes deprived of the ionic residues).
However, more hydrophilic derivatives have higher
fluorescence quantum yields (as free dyes and in bioconjugates) in aqueous solutions and perform better in
optical microscopy. They bind more specifically with the
target structures (do not ‘stick’ to lipophilic domains
in biomolecules) and provide less fluorescent back-
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Figure 3. ‘Normal’ intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) and twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) excited states of
7-N,N-dialkylaminocoumarins.

ground in images. An additional functional group (e.g.
COOH) is always required for conjugation reactions.
Phosphorylated Abberior Star dyes (440 SXP, 470 SXP,
and 520 SXP) demonstrate higher fluorescence quantum yields in conjugates, compared to the corresponding sulfonated analogues [90, 91]. The betain fragment
in Abberior Star 520 SXP provides a batochromic shift
of absorption and emission bands (compared with
the ‘parent’ dye Abberior Star 440 SXP), and further
increases the Stokes shift, but the fluorescence quantum yield in aqueous solutions decreases (see table 1).
This is a general rule for all fluorescent dyes: increase
in the Stokes shift is accompanied with a decrease in
the fluorescence quantum yield. A variation of the substituent at C-4 in the coumarin system is another tool
which enables to ‘tune’ the positions of the absorption
bands. In particular, the presence of CF3-group at C-4
in Alexa Fluor 430 and Abberior Star 470 SXP dyes provides strong bathochromic and bathofluoric shifts and
increases the separation between the absorption and
emission bands (compared with analogs without any
substituents at C-4). In addition, the introduction of
trifluoromethyl group to C-4 was found to reduce photobleaching by 20% in coumarin dyes [92].
7-Hydroxycoumarins are emissive only in their anionic forms, and this makes them unattractive for applications at physiological pH values: these compounds
will be neutral and, therefore, nonfluorescent. A great
improvement is 6,8-difluoro-7-hydroxycoumarin—
Pacific Blue—with reduced pKa of 3.7 [93]. The greater
acidity makes this dye predominantly anionic at physiological pH. However, the anionic nature of this fluorophore is undesirable in some cases [94]. In general,
the anionic dyes and their conjugates with net electrical charge less than  −1 are cell-impermeable. This rule
is valid for all phosphorylated dyes and for many sulfonated compounds.
Dyomics GmbH desig ned var ious 7-N,
N-dialkylaminocoumarins as ‘MegaStokes’ fluorescent dyes [95]. Most of them possess a trans-double
bond between C-3 of the coumarin skeleton and the
pyridinium moiety and absorb at about 500  −  515 nm
(in EtOH) in the case of the 2-pyridinium substituent
(DY-480XL and DY-481XL in table 1) and at about
509  −  523 nm (in EtOH) in the case of the 4-pyridinium
substituent (compounds DyLight 510LS, DY-511XL,
DY-520XL and DY-521XL). If we compare the structure
7

of DY-511XL with the structures of DY-520XL and DY521XL, we can conclude that the introduction of a sulfonic acid residue to the 4-alkylpyridinium ring and the
presence of the freely rotating N,N-dialkylamino group
in these dyes resulted in a small (10  −  13 nm) bathochromic shift and a large bathofluoric shift (60 nm). The
presence of the ‘non-aromatic’ CH  =  CH-bond may
have a negative effect on photostability, because this
bond may be susceptible to photo-oxidation. This bond
is not ultimately required for achieving the absorption
at wavelengths  >520 nm (excitation with 532 nm laser):
for example Abberior Star 520 SXP dye has an absorption maximum at 522 nm (in aqueous PBS buffer), but it
does not have CH  =  CH bond between C-3 in the coumarin scaffold and the 4-pyridinium group attached
to it. However, the presence of additional conjugation
unit (CH  =  CH bridge) provides larger Stokes shifts of
140 nm. 7-Diethylaminocoumarin-hemicyanine hybrid
DY-601XL have the most red-shifted absorption maximum (606 nm in EtOH) in this series and emit in the
near-IR region with a moderate Stokes shift of 57 nm
(λmax,em  =  663 nm).
As a rule, fluorescence efficiencies of 7-aminocoumarins decrease in highly polar solvents (e.g. in aqueous buffers). This reduction is particularly sharp, if the
amino group is dialkylated and cannot form hydrogen
bonds with solvent molecules. Upon excitation of the
dyes with less rigid geometries followed by rotation of
the amino groups, an internal conversion of the initial
ICT state to a non-emissive twisted intramolecular
charge-transfer (TICT) state with full charge separation
may take place (see figure 3) [67, 69, 96]. This kind of
state is stabilized by electron withdrawing groups at C-3
or C-4 and by electrostatic interaction with molecules
of a polar solvent. As a result, coumarins with freely
rotating 7-dialkylamino groups have poor fluorescence
quantum yields in aqueous and alcoholic media. As
expected, rigidization of the fluorophore by including
the amino group into one or two rings fused with the
π-system leads to considerable improvement in fluorescence efficiency, because in this case excitation yields
a normal planar ICT state. It was also established that
there is no need for rigidization, if the amino group carries only one alkyl group. The rigidized amino groups
have lone electron pairs which overlap efficiently with
the π-electron system of the dye. These ‘planar’ amino
groups are stronger electron-donors than ‘twisted’
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DY-350XL

CF 350

349

347

345

AMCA, succinimidyl ester

330
346

λabs,maxa (nm)

335
363

—

Structure

Fura-2
High calciumd
Zero calciumd

High calciumd
Zero calciumd

Indo-1

Name

610

448

440

505
512

401
475

λem,maxb (nm)

16 000

18 000

19 000

34 000
28 000

33 000
33 000

εc (M−1 cm−1)

Life Technologies

Life Technologies

Φfl  =  0.49 (high Ca2+) / 0.23 (zero
Ca2+) in H2Oe
STED: 592 nm (gated CW; LEICA)f
or 595 nm (pulsed; Abberior)f

—

in EtOH

(Continued )

Dyomics GmbH

Biotium

Life Technologies

Φfl  =  0.56 (high Ca2+) / 0.38 (zero
Ca2+) in H2Oe
STED: 592 nm (gated CW; LEICA)f
or 595 nm (pulsed; Abberior)f

in H2O

Manufacturer

Additional information

Table 1. Selection of commercially available dyes with large Stokes shifts suitable for use in super-resolution light microscopy.
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459

473

490–510 (ArSO2N)

543

362

368

370–410 (ArSO2N)

376

DY-360XL

DY-370XL

DANSYL (chloride)

DY-375XL

λem,maxb (nm)

432

λabs,maxa (nm)

353

Structure

DY-350 (DyLight 350)

Name

Table 1. (Continued )

9
16 000

3300–4500

13 200

25 000

19 000 (15 000)

εc (M−1 cm−1)

Dyomics GmbH

Dyomics GmbH

Life Technologies

Dyomics GmbH

in PBS; STED: 592 nm (gated
CW; LEICA)f or 595 nm (pulsed;
Abberior)f

in PBS; STED: 592 nm (gated
CW; LEICA)f or 595 nm (pulsed;
Abberior)f

The reagent is nonfluorescent; it
reacts with amines and forms fluorescent sulfonamides (ArSO2N)

in EtOH; STED: 660 nm (gated
CW; LEICA)f

(Continued )

Dyomics GmbH
(Life Technologies)

Manufacturer

in PBS

Additional information
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400
405 (391)
410

—

—

SeTau-405

Pacific Green

500

518 (498)

551

447

400

—

528

572

398

Pacific Orange

Pacific Blue

Krome Orange

396

DY-395XL

479

390

600

520

510

λem,maxb (nm)

388

381

λabs,maxa (nm)

395

—

—

Structure

Dapoxyl carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester

Atto 390

VioGreen

DY-380XL

Name

Table 1. (Continued )

—

13 800 (15 000)

—

29 500

17 665

20 000

23 500

24 000

—

22 000

εc (M−1 cm−1)

(Continued )

Life Technologies

SETA BioMedicals
in H2O

Life Technologies

Life Technologies

Φfl  =  0.55 in H2O; STED:
592/595 nm (LEICA / Abberior)f ?

Φfl  =  0.51 (0.32), τfl  =  9.0 (8.5) ns
in H2O (ethanol)

Beckman Coulter

in H2O, STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA
/ Abberior) or 660 nm (LEICA)f ?

in H2O; STED: 660 nm (LEICA)f

Dyomics GmbH

Atto-Tec GmbH

Φfl  =  0.90, τfl  =  5.0 ns in H2O;
STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA /
Abberior)f

in EtOH, STED: 765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

Miltenyi Biotec

STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA /
Abberior) or 660 nm (LEICA)f ?

Life Technologies

Dyomics GmbH

in EtOH; STED: 592 nm (gated
CW; LEICA)f or 595 nm (pulsed;
Abberior)f

in MeOH (solvatochromic) STED:
765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/
LEICA)f

Manufacturer

Additional information
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436

428

431

Lucifer Yellow CH: ‘an angel
rather than the devil’

Alexa Fluor 430

424

APTS

Atto 425

570

415

PyMPO, succinimidyl ester

541

540

484

505

500

415

—

V500

λem,maxb (nm)

λabs,maxa (nm)

Structure

Name

Table 1. (Continued )

16 000

11 500

45 000

20 000

26 000

—

εc (M−1 cm−1)

Life Technologies

Sigma-Aldrich

in MeOH (emission shifts to
shorter wavelengths in nonpolar
solvents)

in H2O; STED: 592/595 nm
(LEICA / Abberior)f

Life Technologies

Φfl  =  0.55 in H2O; STED: 660 nm
(LEICA)f

(Continued )

Life Technologies

in H2O; STED: 660 nm (LEICA)f

Atto Tec GmbH

BD Biosciences

STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA /
Abberior)f

Φfl  =  0.65, τfl  =  4.0 ns in aqueous
PBS

Manufacturer

Additional information
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534

458

466

Pulsar 650

NBD-X, succinimidyl ester

647

453

Atto 465

Ruthenium complex

496

442

DY-431

508

515

547

436

433

—

Atto 430LS

λem,maxb (nm)

Star 440 SXP

λabs,maxa (nm)

Structure

Name

Table 1. (Continued )

22 000

75 000

35 000

22 700

32 000

εc (M−1 cm−1)

in MeOH

(Continued )

Life Technologies

Biosearch
Technologies

Dyomics GmbH

in PBS; STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA
/ Abberior)f

in phosphate buffer at pH 7, STED:
765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/
LEICA)f

Abberior GmbH

Φfl  =  0.68, τfl  =  3.3 ns in PBS;
STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA /
Abberior)f

Atto-Tec GmbH

Atto-Tec GmbH

Φfl  =  0.65, τfl  =  4.0 ns in PBS;
STED: 660 nm (LEICA)f

Φfl  =  0.75, τfl  =  5.0 ns in H2O;
STED: 592/595 nm (LEICA / Abberior) or 660 nm (LEICA)f ?

Manufacturer

Additional information
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493 (509)

493, 535 (bound)

DY-510XL (DyLight 510-LS)

Propidium iodide

13
630

500

DY-480XL

661

496

—

Atto 490LS

628

494

—

Chromeo 494

635, 617 (bound)

585 (590)

560

482

DY-485XL (DyLight 485-LS)

λem,maxb (nm)

624

λabs,maxa (nm)

472

Structure

Star 470 SXP

Name

Table 1. (Continued )

50 000

40 000

55 000

6000

40 000 (50 000)

48 000

29 000

εc (M−1 cm−1)

Abberior GmbH

Dyomics GmbH
(Life Technologies)

Dyomics (Life
Technologies)

Life Technologies

Active Motif

Atto-Tec GmbH

Dyomics GmbH

Φfl  =  0.12, τfl  =  0.8 ns in PBS;
STED: 765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

in H2O; STED: 660 nm (LEICA)f

in H2O (ethanol); STED: 660 nm
(LEICA)f ?

in phosphate buffer (pH 7); STED:
765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/
LEICA)f

in PBS; STED: 765/775 nm
(Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f
Φfl  =  0.30, τfl  =  2.6 ns in PBS;
STED: 765/775 nm (Picoquant/
Abberior/LEICA)f

in EtOH; STED: 765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

(Continued )

Manufacturer

Additional information
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520

522

523

552

DY-520XL

STAR 520 SXP

14

DY-521XL (DyLight 521-LS)

Nile Red

636

668

632

664

650

515

DY-481XL (DyLight 515-LS)

λem,maxb (nm)

595

λabs,maxa (nm)

510

Structure

DY-511XL

Name

Table 1. (Continued )

43 000

50 000

42 500

50 000

50 000

47 000

εc (M−1 cm−1)

Dyomics GmbH

Dyomics (Life
Technologies)

Dyomics GmbH

Abberior GmbH

Dyomics GmbH
(Life Technologies)

Life Technologies

in EtOH; STED: 660 nm (LEICA)f ?

in EtOH; STED: 765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

τfl  =  2.6 ns in EtOH; STED:
765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/
LEICA)f

STED:
765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/
LEICA)f

in EtOH; STED: 765/775 nm (Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

in MeOH; STED: 765/775 nm
(Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

(Continued )

Manufacturer

Additional information
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Structure

606

588

λabs,maxa (nm)

663

744

λem,maxb (nm)

85 000

28 000

εc (M−1 cm−1)

Dyomics GmbH

Luminochem
Sigma-Aldrich

in aq. PBS; for the copper catalyzed
‘click-chemistry’

in EtOH; STED: 765/775 nm
(Picoquant/Abberior/LEICA)f

Manufacturer

Additional information

b

Absorption maximum.
Fluorescence emission maximum.
c
Molar extinction coefficient.
d
In the presence of 10 mM CaEGTA.
e
In the presence of 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS, pH 7.20.
f
Abberior Instruments GmbH offers STED microscopes with pulsed 595 nm and 775 nm lasers; LEICA Microsystems—with 592 nm (gated; CW), 660 nm (gated; CW) and 775 nm (pulsed) lasers; Picoquant GmbH offers a STED
microscope with pulsed 765 nm depletion laser.

a

DY-601XL

LUB04 [83]

Name

Table 1. (Continued )
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Figure 4. Left, STED and confocal images of 20–30 nm silica beads labeled with ATTO 425 (for structure, see table 1), scale
bars  =  500 nm; right, line-profile measurements, at sites indicated by arrows [98].

Figure 5. Confocal and STED microscopy imaging without noticeable cross-talk. (a) Absorption and emission spectra of
compound 3. The violet 405 nm laser line is almost in the absorption maximum whereas the ‘standard’ 488 nm light cannot excite
compound 3. (b) Chemical structure of compound 3. (c) Microtubules visualized through immunolabeling with compound 3 were
irradiated with 405 and 488 nm lasers in an alternating manner with an emission cross-talk less than 1%; images were recorded in
confocal and STED modes. Reproduced with permission from [90].

dimethyl- or diethylamino groups. Therefore, they
are directly conjugated with an electron-acceptor part
of the coumarin fluorophore, and the fully developed
‘push–pull’ effect shifts the absorption and emission
bands further to longer wavelengths.

Fluorescent dyes with large Stokes shifts
and their use in STED microscopy
The far-red STED wavelength of 775 nm emerged at the
very beginning of STED microscopy, and was present
in the first commercial STED microscope (2007,
16

LEICA Microsystems). Three STED wavelengths
currently available in commercial STED microscopes
are: 592−595 nm, 660 nm and 765−775 nm. Leica
Microsystems offers STED microscopes with 592 nm
(gated; CW), 660 nm (gated; CW) and 775 nm
(pulsed) STED lasers. Abberior Instruments GmbH
produces STED microscopes with 595 nm (pulsed)
and 775 nm (pulsed) STED lasers. PicoQuant GmbH
offers a STED microscope with a 765 nm STED
laser. The imaging results reviewed below were often
obtained in non-commercial setups, using various
depletion wavelengths in the green–orange and
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Figure 6. Confocal and STED microscopy images of vimentin (magenta) and microtubule (green), two components of the
cytoskeleton in a fixed mammalian PtK2 (Potorous tridactylus, kidney) cell. Vimentin was immunolabeled with NHS ester Abberior
Star 440 SXP dye (for structure, see table 1); excitation with 405 nm. Tubulin was immunolabeled with Oregon Green™ 488; excitation
with 488 nm. The excitation of both dyes was alternated line-by-line to separate the fluorescence in time. Detection at 510  −  560 nm for
both dyes; STED at 590 nm for both dyes (STED power 84 mW at the back focal plane) (Reproduced with permission from [90]).

red spectral regions. However, for most of the dyes
mentioned in this review, the first super-resolution
imaging experiments realized with ‘non-classical’
STED lasers can probably be reproduced (and their
results even improved) by using three ‘modern’
STED regimes: 592–595 nm, 660 nm and 765–775 nm.
Indeed, most of the fluorescent dyes (and especially
dyes possessing large Stokes shifts) have broad
absorption and emission bands. This feature enables to
use a very sparsely populated set of STED wavelengths,
and optimize the STED power rather than the STED
wavelength. Remarkably, the common and most
important STED wavelength region all manufactures
offer in their STED microscopes belongs to a far-red
spectral range of 765–775 nm (not visible by the bare
eye). Red light is non-invasive, possesses greater tissue
penetration depth, reduced scattering, and does not
cause protein auto-fluorescence. Additionally, the red
shift of the emission and absorption bands can expand
the spectral window for dual- and multicolor STED
imaging experiments which utilize two or more dyes.
(It may even require shifting the STED wavelength
further to the red spectral region). The appropriate
wavelengths for the excitation of the ‘stedable’
fluorescent dyes include 488 nm (for dyes with large
Stokes shifts), green 532 nm and 552 nm lasers, as well
as red 640 nm laser (for excitation of the red-emitting
dyes undergoing STED at 775 nm). Unlike STED
lasers, various excitation sources are easily available,
and it is possible to ‘tune’ the wavelength of the
excitation light and bring it to the required position.
Surprisingly, there are not so many examples of the
studies in which a large Stokes shift dye (or its combination with a ‘normal’ dye) was used as a fluorescent label
in optical super-resolution microscopy. This may be
due to the lower photostability and brightness (product
of the fluorescence quantum yield and extinction coefficient) of the most dyes with large Stokes shift. However, there are modern bright and photostable large
Stokes shift dyes, and they were successfully applied in
optical ‘nanoscopy’.
17

However, at the beginning, it was not clear if STED
microscopy is applicable to dyes with large Stokes shifts.
Initially, only most photostable xanthenes ( rhodamines)
or carbopyronines were shown to perform well under
STED conditions and provide super-resolution (these
dyes possess small Stokes shifts). Interestingly, the first
realization of the two-color STED microscopy involved
two dyes (rhodamine and carbopyronine) with small
Stokes shifts and, as a consequence, two excitation and
two STED lasers [97]. All dyes with large Stokes shifts
(see table 1) are intrinsically less photostable than
rhodamines and carbopyronines. They bleach faster,
especially when exposed to very powerful STED light.
Therefore, they withstand less number of STED pulses,
and afford lower optical resolution than xanthene dyes,
carbopyronines, newly emerged silicon-rhodamines
or other photostable fluorochromes with small Stokes
shifts.
However, initial studies demonstrated that coumarin dyes (e.g. ATTO 425; see table 1) can indeed be
applied in STED microscopy. As a proof of another
principle, the suitability of light from a multicolor,
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) source for gaining
STED resolution was successfully demonstrated using
silica beads. The SRS light source consists of a microchip laser coupled to a fiber where the SRS occurs. The
beads were labeled with a commercially available coumarin dye ATTO 425 and imaged in a custom-built
STED microscope (figure 4) [98]. Unlike the supercontinuum light source used in another STED microscope
[99], the optical power of the SRS light source is preserved within narrow peaks in a comb-like spectrum,
the output light is linearly polarized, and light suitable
for STED is produced below 630 nm. Thus, for ATTO
425 dye, STED was performed at 532 nm (the fundamental wavelength from the comb spectrum of the SRS
light source). In this case, excitation of the fluorophore
was accomplished using a 440 nm diode laser. Due to
simplicity, compactness, broad spectral output and low
cost, SRS sources could become an attractive option for
spectrally flexible STED imaging.
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Figure 7. Visualization of lytic granules imaged by CW-STED and confocal on F-actin [101]. Fixed cells were imaged using CWSTED (actin stained with Alexa Fluor 488, green) and either CW-STED or confocal (perforin stained with Pacific Orange™, red).
Shown is the same cell with granules detected by STED (A) or confocal (B). A region of interest is enlarged to show greater resolution
of granules (center panel). (C) Full width half maximum (FWHM) measurements of confocal (green line) and STED images (red
line). Horizontal dashed lines show half maxima, vertical dashed lines show width at half maxima. (D) Representative line profile
of pixel intensities of actin (green line) and perforin (red line) taken from a line bisecting a single granule (shown in white in STED
image enlargement).

The applicability of the dual-color STED
microscopy in material science was demonstrated
in another publication, in which localization and
repartition of fluorescent polymer nanoparticles of
about 100 nm size was studied in nanofibers [100].
As a rule, the BODIPY dyes are difficult to use in
STED microscopy, because they have small Stokes
shifts and their fluorescence can easily be re-excited
by the very powerful STED beam. However, a hydrophobic and polymerizable BODIPY dye B504-MA
found to be applicable in STED nanoscopy. It was
used to label the polymer nanoparticles, whereas the
18

PVA matrix was stained with a water-soluble derivative of perylenetetracarboxylic acid (PTCA) with a
comparatively large Stokes shift. This combination
of fluorophores allowed using the excitation with
different lines of the same argon laser (458 nm for
PTCA and 514 nm for B504-MA). The emission
spectra of these fluorophores overlap considerably.
Therefore, efficient depletion using a single STED
beam at 592 nm could be achieved. The nanoparticle
sizes and nanofiber thicknesses were shown to be in
good agreement with the values obtained by electron
microscopy.
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Figure 8. Clustered localization of CNGA2 and anoctamins in olfactory cilia (Reproduced with permission from [102]). (A)
Frontal sections of olfactory epithelium were stained for ANO2 and analyzed with conventional confocal and STED microscopy,
demonstrating the increase in resolution when switching to the STED mode. Single clusters that were not visible in the confocal
picture (examples are indicated by arrowheads) can clearly be seen in the STED images. Co-localization of (B) CNGA2, (C) ANO2
and (D) ANO6 (magenta) and acetylated tubulin (cyan), showing clusters stained by the different antibodies. Scale bars  =  500 nm.

Figure 9. Dual color STED reveals that Norbin (green) does not colocalize with PSD-95 (magenta). Scale bar 300 nm [103].

Figure 10. The distributions of endogenous TFG (shown red in the right picture) and Sec31A (a subunit of COPII, shown green in
the right picture) were examined using gated STED (gSTED) (Reproduced with permission from [104]). Scale bar  =  1 μm.

An obvious generalization of this approach would
be always to combine two dyes—one with a large
Stokes shift and one with a small Stokes shift—and
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switch-off the fluorescence of both of them using
one STED laser (figure 5). The most straightforward
implementation includes a pair of dyes, both of which
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Figure 11. Ptk-2-cell in which microtubules are labeled by Alexa 488 (section (a), green) and the component of the nuclear
pore complex NUP153 by Abberior 440 SXP (section (b), red) [106]. Color overlay of the respective images (section (c)). Scale
bars  =  5 μm.

can be depleted with ‘green–orange’ STED lasers (592
or 595 nm).
Photostable ‘blue’ dyes with large Stokes shift
are rare (see table 1). On the other hand, there are
plenty of photoresistant green-emitting dyes which
can be excited with an argon laser (488 nm line) and
depleted with 592/595 nm STED lasers (for example,
Alexa Fluor 488, ATTO 488, Abberior Star 488, Oregon
Green, Chromeo 488, CF 488 A, and others). These dyes
have small Stokes shifts and may be combined with the
selected ‘blue’ dyes possessing relatively large Stokes
shifts (figure 5), provided that there will be minimal
cross-talks by excitation with two lasers. This means
that in an ideal case the 405 nm laser diode excites only
the fluorescence of the ‘blue’ dye, and 488 nm line of
argon laser—the fluorescence of the ‘green’ dye. The
cross-talk is a crucial parameter, because ‘green’ dyes
are represented in most cases by xanthenes with high
absorption coefficients, and these are also sensitive to
UV-excitation. On the other hand, when used with Oregon Green dye, the large Stokes shift marker Abberior
Star 440 SXP (figure 6) shows a crosstalk of 19% when
excited with 488 nm. Nevertheless, due to their large
Stokes shifts and high photostability, phosphorylated
coumarins (Abberior Star 440 SXP, 470 SXP and 520
SXP) enable to combine multilabel imaging (using one
detector and several excitation sources) with diffraction
unlimited optical resolution. They provide an optical
resolution of 40–60 nm with a low background signal.
In conjugates with antibodies, phosphorylated coumarins were found to display higher quantum yields
than the corresponding sulfonylated coumarins (with
the same fluorophore) [90].
The following examples are also based on the use of
592/595 nm STED light and illustrate the advantages
of this approach in more detail. Mace et al [101] used
dual-color CW-STED microscopy and revealed that
in natural killer cells NK92, lytic granules (specialized
lysosomes secreted by NK cells for the elimination of
diseased and tumorigenic targets) are closely associated
with F-actin and thus secreted through minimally sized
clearances (figure 7). For imaging, NK cells were fixed,
permeabilized and stained for F-actin using (amino)
phalloidin bearing Alexa Fluor 488 dye. The lytic gran20

ule component perforin was labeled with a large Stokes
shift dye Pacific Orange™ which was conjugated to the
anti-perforin antibody.
Dual-color STED microscopy provided morphological evidence for the organization of anoctamins
(voltage sensitive calcium-activated chloride channels) and cyclic nucleotide gated (CNG) channels
in distinct domain, thus indicating the existence of
signaling microdomains in cilia of olfactory sensory
neuron (OSN) [102]. In addition, the staining patterns
for anoctamins ANO2 and ANO6 observed in highresolved STED images supported the idea that ANO2
and ANO6 form oligomeric complexes in olfactory cilia
(figure 8). Large Stokes shift dye V500 (BD Horizon)
was used for staining tubulin, whereas anoctamins and
CNG channels were immunochemically stained with
Oregon Green 488—a conventional dye with a small
Stokes shift. Images were acquired using two excitation
sources at 458 nm (for V500) and 514 nm (for Oregon
Green 488) and one STED laser (592 nm). V500 and
Oregon Green 488 emission was detected at 465−500
and 540−585 nm, respectively. Unfortunately, V500
dye (BD Horizon) is available only in bioconjugates.
No active esters or other derivatives of this marker
with reactive groups (maleimides, azides, alkynes, etc)
are commercially available. The structures of Pacific
Orange and V500 dyes are unknown.
Large Stokes shift dyes Abberior Star 440 SXP and
Abberior Star 520 SXP (Abberior GmbH) were utilized
in colocalization studies on Norbin (neuron-specific
cytosolic protein which interacts with the metabotropic
glutamate receptor) and postsynaptic density protein
95 (PSD-95) in neurons [103]. Neuron spines have a
submicrometer size, and therefore all constituting
proteins appear as more or less colocalized in a confocal microscope. Using super-resolution microscopy
methods—3D-SIM and STED, authors showed that
Norbin associates with actin rather than with PSD-95
in dendritic spines (figure 9).
Using multiple super-resolution imaging techniques, including two-color gated STED (gSTED)
microscopy, which provided spatial resolution down
to ~50 nm, Johnson et al [104] found that endogeneous TFG protein tightly colocalized (see figure 10) with
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Figure 12. Two-color isoSTED imaging of mitochondria in Vero cells [110]. (a), (b) Distribution of the outer membrane protein
Tom20 labeled with the organic fluorophore DY-485XL (a) and of the NK51-labeled matrix protein mtHsp70 (b). (c) Overlay of
the two images showing Tom20 in green and mtHsp70 in red. (d) Excitation and absorption spectra for DY-485XL (dotted line)
and NK51 (solid line). The two fluorophores are separated by subsequently exciting the sample at 488 nm (DY-485XL) and 532 nm
(NK51). Both dyes are depleted by stimulated emission at 647 nm. (e) Reverse staining as a control (Tom20 with NK51 and Hsp70
with DY-485XL) yields similar results as the initial recording (c). Scale bars  =  1 μm.

both inner and outer subunits of COPII (protein coating a vesicle which transports proteins from the rough
endoplasmatic reticulum to the Golgi apparatus). For
immunochemical staining, large Stokes shift dye Abberior Star 440 SXP was used together with small Stokes
shift dyes DyLight 488 and Alexa Fluor 488, 568 and
647. Imaging was performed using commercial Leica
TCS STED system. According to recommendations of
LEICA Microsystems, Abberior Star 440 SXP is a viable
substitute for V500 dye (BD Horizon) [105].
Another example of dual-color STED imaging was
obtained when microtubules and the nuclear pore complex component NUP153 of Ptk-2-cells were labeled by
Alexa 488 and the large Stokes shift dye Abberior Star
440 SXP, respectively (figure 11) [106]. For excitation of
these dyes, laser sources at 470 nm and 488 nm, respectively, were utilized, whereas a single STED laser at
592 nm was used for the depletion. Fluorescence detection was realized at 480−500 nm (for Alexa Fluor 488)
and 510 −560 nm (for Abberior Star 440 SXP). Other
applications of the large Stokes shift dye Abberior Star
440 SXP in super-resolution microscopy were reported
the following studies [107–109].
Another (gated, CW) STED wavelength of 660 nm
is available in the commercial light microscope pro21

duced by LEICA Microsystems. The results reported in
2008 can help to choose the proper pairs of fluorescent
dyes (with large and small Stokes shifts) which could
be depleted using 660 nm light [110]. In this report,
the commercially available coumarin dye DY-485XL
was used together with the small Stokes shift rhodamine dye NK51 to demonstrate the advantages and
illustrate the principles of isoSTED (a combination
of STED and 4Pi1 microscopies to improve resolution
along Z-axis). Two-color isoSTED enables imaging
of the spatial distribution of two or more (biological)
objects at the nanoscale in 3D [110]. In particular, the
method of isoSTED strongly improves the resolution
in z-direction: instead of being about 500–600 nm as in
confocal microscopy, it becomes 30–50 nm (depending on the STED power, dye and sample properties).
In other words, isoSTED enables uniform optical resolution in all 3D. The coumarin dye DY-485XL (for
structure, see table 1) displays a similar emission spectrum as rhodamine dye NK51, whereas its excitation
spectrum is blue-shifted by ~50 nm (figure 12). This
1

4Pi-microscope is a variation of confocal microscope,
in which the improvement in axial resolution is achieved by
using two opposing lenses focusing light to the same location.
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Figure 13. (a) Normalized absorption (left) and emission (right) spectra of Abberior STAR 470 SXP (green line) and Abberior STAR 635
(red line) attached to antibodies in aqueous PBS buffer at pH 7.4. (b) Two-color STED (upper panel) and confocal (lower panel) images of
the Golgi apparatus. HeLa cells were fixed and probed with primary antibodies against Gpp130 and p230 to stain the trans- and cis-sides of
the Golgi ribbon, respectively. Secondary antibodies conjugated with Star 470 SXP and Star 635 dyes were then applied. Two-color STED
images were acquired using a commercial Leica TCS STED microscope (Reproduced with permission from [91]). Scale bars  =  1 μm.

Figure 14. Localization of β′COP (green) to the LD surface (perilipin3, red) using confocal (upper panel) and super-resolution
STED microscopy (lower panel) [113]. Scale bars  =  500 nm (overview) or 100 nm (inlay).

combination of fluorophores allowed using only one
STED beam at 647 nm and two readily available excitation lasers with emission at 488 nm (for DY-485XL)
and 532 nm (for NK51). In this study, mitochondrial outer membrane protein Tom20 was labeled by
indirect immunostaining with coumarin DY-485XL
(Dyomics GmbH), and the matrix protein mtHsp70—
22

with rhodamine dye NK51. The images were recorded
by subsequent excitation of the sample at 488 nm
(channel 1) and 532 nm (channel 2) and depletion of
the fluorescence by stimulated emission triggered by
647 nm laser. As it can be seen from figure 12, rhodamine NK51 is excited also with 488 nm light, and the
residual excitation cross-talk between two channels
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Figure 15. A time series of 2-color STED images (raw data) of living cells (HEK293) labeled with EGF-CLIPf-ATTO647N
(magenta) and EGFR-SNAPf-Chromeo494 (green) Reproduced with permission from ([115]). Scale bars  =  1 μm.

had to be removed by linear unmixing applied to the
raw data. As a result, two proteins of an organelle inside
the whole cell were imaged separately with nanoscale
3D resolution in the 50 nm range. These dual-color
images demonstrated for the first time the possibilities
and difficulties (cross-talk, uneven photobleaching) of
two-color STED microscopy.
This successful combination of dyes (coumarin
DY-485XL and a derivative of Rhodamine 6G with
large and small Stokes shifts, respectively) reported in
2008 [110] prompted to use the same fluorophores
in another study published in 2012 [111]. Owing to
enhanced optical resolution, STED microscopy allows
to resolve single vesicles in cells. Using dual color
STED, Dean et al [111] found that after 15 min treatment of neurons with glycine (to induce neural activity), a vesicular transport protein synaptotagmin IV
(syt-IV) was present on vesicles at synapses which are
distinct from synaptic vesicles. At the same time, synaptotagmin I (syt-I) was shown to be localized to synaptic vesicles. For these experiments, syt-IV or syt-I
were labeled with commercially available ATTO565
dye (spectral and structural analog of NK51), while
synaptophysin (a protein ubiquitous in synaptic
vesicles) was stained with a large Stokes shift dye DY485XL. Excitation of ATTO565 was achieved with a
diode laser at 532 nm, while DY-485XL was excited by
the 470 nm line from a laser diode source. STED beam
at 647 nm was used to deplete the fluorescence of both
dyes. Most probably, 660 nm STED light can also be
used for efficient depletion in this case. Fluorescence
detection for both dyes was realized in the window
between 560 and 600 nm.
In another example, topological mapping of presynaptic proteins with nanoscale resolution at the calyx
23

of Held2 was realized by dual-color STED microscopy
[112]. Two synaptic protein components, the vesicular
glutamate transporter (VGluT1) and synapsin were
indirectly labeled with ATTO565 and the large Stokes
shift dye DY-485XL, respectively, using standard immunohistochemistry protocols. Excitation was performed
with pulsed laser irradiation at 470 nm (for DY-485XL)
and 532 nm (for ATTO565). A pulsed STED laser at
647 nm depleted the fluorescence of both fluorophores.
The enhanced resolution provided by STED microscopy revealed that there are synaptic vesicles lacking
synapsin, and it was impossible to demonstrate this
using only conventional confocal microscopy.
However, the most common and well established
conditions for STED can be achieved by using 775 nm
pulsed laser which requires far-red emitting fluorescent
dyes. For example, the lateral resolution provided by
STED (~70 nm) was sufficient to discriminate cis- and
trans-Golgi cisternae in a HeLa cell, which are typically
separated by at least 200 nm. In a test experiment on
two-color STED imaging, transmembrane protein
GPP130, which is localized to the cis-Golgi network,
was labeled with large Stoke shift dye Abberior Star 470
SXP (see table 1), whereas protein p230, which is found
in the trans-Golgi network, was stained with Abberior
Star 635 (figure 13) [91].
Later, in a study on the function of Arf1/COPI3 protein machinery at cellular lipid droplets (LDs) in mam2

Calyx of Held is a large synapse in the mammalian auditory
central nervous system.
3
Adenosine diphosphate ribosylation factor (Arf) and the
coat protein complex that initiates the budding process on
the cis-Golgi membrane (COPI) play an important role in
vesicle trafficking.
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Figure 16. The localization of the surface-stranded protein Syt1 at synapses revealed by 3D dual-color isoSTED nanoscopy [119].
Syt1 was labeled with KK114 (red); postsynaptic markers RIM1, RIM2 (RIM)—with DY-480XL (green). Scale bars  =  1 μm.

Figure 17. Two-color STED micrographs show that collagen
I is retained at the cis face of Golgi ministacks. Reproduced
with permission from ([120]). Scale bars  =  2 μm.

malian NRK cells, two-color STED microscopy revealed
that β′ COP (a component of COPI machinery) localize
to the lipid droplet surface (figure 14) [113]. For this
study, β′COP and the LD marker perilipin3 were immunochemically labeled with large Stokes shift dye Abberior Star 470 SXP and conventional dye ATTO647N,
respectively. Images were acquired in a custom-built
microscope with a STED laser tuned to either 760 or
770 nm for the depletion. Two pulsed diode laser lasing at 510 and 640 nm were used for the excitation of
Abberior Star 470 SXP and ATTO647N. Fluorescence
detection was realized at 570  −  616 nm (for Abberior
Star 470 SXP) and 665  −  705 nm (for ATTO647N).
In another recent report [114], two-color superresolution STED microscopy was successfully used to
assess the distribution of IQ4 motif containing GTPase
activating protein (IQGAP1) phosphorylated Rho
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GTPases Rac1 and Cdc42, as well as the change in their
expression levels upon stimulation of P. aeruginosa
cells with N-3-oxo-dodecanoyl-L-homoserine lactone
(3O-C12-HSL, a signaling molecule). IQGAP1 and
Rac1/Cdc42 were immunochemically stained with
ATTO647N and the large Stokes shift dye Abberior Star
470 SXP, respectively. Images were acquired using the
commercially available Leica TCS STED microscope.
One of the brightest commercially available dyes
with a large Stokes shift Chromeo™ 4945, was used
together with a carbopyronine dye ATTO647N in dual
color STED microscopy in order to investigate the
dynamics of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) and
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) proteins
[115]. For this purpose, a fused protein EGFR-SNAPf
was expressed in HEK293 cells and labeled with a conjugate of Chromeo™ 494 dye with aminobenzyl guanidine (BG-amine)—a small molecule recognized by
the SNAP-tag. First, a conjugate of the commercially
available BG-amine and a fluorescent dye was prepared.
For that, BG-amine was amidated by the active ester
derived from the fluorescent dye bearing a carboxyl
group. In most cases, it is N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester
(see table 1 for structures of N-hydroxysuccinimidyl
esters). In parallel, the SNAPf-sequence (polypeptide or
a ‘small’ protein), which is also known as a SNAP-tag,
was genetically fused with the protein of interest. The
SNAP-tag ‘recognizes’ the conjugates prepared from
BG-amine with very high specificity. This ‘recognition’ event resulted in an efficient SN2-reaction leading
to a permanent covalent bond between the SNAPf tag
and the fluorophore (via the residue of the BG-amine
amidated with a fluorescent dye). This methodology
enabled to obtain the EGFR-SNAPf-Chromeo™ 494
conjugate. Similarly, the recombinantly expressed fused
4

The abbreviation ‘IQ’ stands for the first two amino acids of
the motif: isoleucine (commonly) and glutamine (invariably).
5
Brightly fluorescent dyes with similar optical spectra—
Abberior Star 470 SXP and 520 SXP—are also available (see
table 1), and in many assays their immunoconjugates can be
favorably compared with those prepared from Chromeo™ 494.
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protein EGF-CLIPf was labeled with BC-ATTO647N,
conjugate of the fluorescent dye ATTO647N with benzyl cytosine—a small molecule recognized by the CLIPtag. Similarly to SNAPf, the CLIPf sequence specifically
recognizes derivatives prepared from BC-amine. As a
result of this reaction, the labeled exogenous protein
EGF-CLIPf-ATTO647N was formed. During incubation of EGFR-SNAPf-Chromeo494 with EGF-CLIPfATTO647N, EGF specifically binds to EGFR. This
resulted in the double staining of the EGFR-EGF complex with two dyes suitable for two-color STED imaging
(figure 15).
Imaging was performed by sequential excitation of the fluorophores with synchronized pulsed
lasers at 532 nm (for Chromeo™ 494) and 640 nm
(for ATTO647N) and depletion with a tunable mode
locked Ti : sapphire laser at 760 nm. Depletion with a
commercial 775 nm STED laser is also possible, as it
was showed for these dyes separately. A time series of
STED images (see figure 15) showed that shortly after
EGF stimulation, an endosome-like structure containing ATTO674N label began to form. This result was
the first example of two-color live cell STED imaging
and showed that STED microscopy has a great potential in revealing the biologically relevant processes in
living cells. However, it is important to note that EGF
is an extracellular protein and EGFR is a cell-surface
receptor, and only therefore it was possible to label
their CLIP and SNAP fusions with cell impermeable
BC-ATTO647N and BG-Chromeo™ 494 markers. Cell
permeability of the markers is an important prerequisite for the intracellular labeling of living cells, and not
many fluorescent dyes are known to be cell-permeable.
In another study, the coumarin dye DY-480XL (for
structure, see table 1) with a large Stokes shift and with
optical spectra similar to those of DY-485XL was used
together with a red-emitting rhodamine dye KK114
[116–118]. These dyes were used in the investigation of the spatial organization of the synaptotagmin
1 (Syt1) surface pool in hippocampal presynaptic
boutons [119]. For that, dual-color isoSTED microscopy was used. In order to reveal the localization of
surface-stranded Syt1 at synapses, Syt1 was immunostained with KK114 dye. The synapses were identified by labeling pre- and postsynaptic markers RIM1,
RIM2 (RIM) and Homer1 with the coumarin dye
DY-480XL. These flurophores were excited separately
at fixed wavelengths of 530 nm (for DY-480XL) and
635 nm (for KK114). Both dyes have similar emission
spectra, and in order to achieve nanoscale resolution,
STED pulses only at one wavelength of 775 nm were
sufficient. Emission of both fluorophores was detected
in the range of 660  −  700 nm (in separate channels
coupled with two distinct excitation modes). After
deconvolution, the final super-resolved images were
obtained (figure 16).
Another large Stokes shift dye, Abberior Star 520
SXP, together with a ‘normal’ red-emitting fluorochrome Abberior Star 635 was used in a dual-color
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STED imaging experiment which allowed the assessment of the localization of collagen I (an abundant
component of the extracellular matrix) within Golgi
ministacks upon treatment with nocodazole and
showed that collagen I is retained at the cis face (figure
17) [120]. This result led the authors to a conclusion
that the flow of collagen through the Golgi ministack
was inhibited.

Conclusion and outlook
Table 1 contains commercial fluorescent dyes and
their spectral properties which, in most cases, are
compatible with the depletion wavelengths available in
STED microscopes produced by LEICA Microsytems,
Abberior Instruments and Picoquant GmbH. All
published examples have been discussed in the text, but
there are many more promising dyes with large Stokes
shifts (e.g. calcium indicators Indo 1 and Fura 2) which
have not yet been applied in STED microscopy (and
other super-resolution methods). In this respect, table 1
may be helpful in choosing the suitable fluorescent
marker with large Stokes shift as a ‘second’ or even
‘third’ dye in a set of light-emitting labels for multicolor super-resolution imaging. Table 1 contains
the structures of the dyes (if these are known) and
provides useful chemical evidence for creating brighter
and more photostable fluorophores. In particular,
it becomes clear that not only the coumarin dyes are
promising development candidates. For example,
pyrene dyes are expected to be more photostable
than the coumarins. However, they still require new
chemical transformations and non-trivial substituents
amplifying electronic ‘push–pull’ effects and, as a result,
increasing extinction coefficients, fluorescent quantum
yields (thus improving brightness) and shifting of the
emission (and, to a lesser extent, absorption) bands to
the red spectral region.
New and efficient tools of dye design, ‘modular’
approaches and flexible synthetic routes to fluorophores with required spectral properties have been
invented in recent years. We can expect that these
achievements will result in more photostable and bright
dyes with large Stokes shifts. It is already clear now that
super-resolution optical microscopy is very powerful
tool in life sciences and medicine. Therefore, biology,
medicine and material sciences may be considered as
the source and the main driving force for future discoveries, in which optical nanoscopy is expected to play a
key role.
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